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A heavy lumber rolled down over the chestwall of a 60・year-oldfarmer on 
30, Jan., 1961. 
Chief clinical manifestation was paradoxical respiration with severe pains, 
dyspnea and cyanosis. The roentgenogram taken on the day of injury showed 
fractures of the 2, 3, 4 and 5th ribs in the right side and those of the 3, 4, 5, 
6, 7, 8, 9 and 10th ribs in the left side without showing any pneumo・orhaemo-
thorax, left 5, 6, 7, 8 and 9th ribs being ruptured in two di百erentpoints (Fig. 1). 
Two healed up Cqrdboard plates, soaked in hotwater, were adapted and fixed 
on over the left chestwall air tight with adhesive tapes, in the manner as illustrated 
in Fig. 2, and maintained in situ during succesive 31 days. 
Apparently, the patient became much released at moment when this treatment 
had回encompleted, and he get better day by day til he was completely well, 
without any additional treatments except oxygen inhalation. 
Discussion 
The intention of treatments in such cases as here reported may be concised 
in next 3 points. (That is) 
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(1) Immediate elimination of the paradoxical respiration. 
(2) To release the patient from ぽverepains caused bプ respiratorythorax 
movements. 
(3) To prevent consequent transformation (depression) of the thoracic wall. 
The surgical suture of al broken ribs may be ideal to fulfil these 3 purposrn, 
but, in most such cases, several bone suture at some 4～5 intelligently s巴lectedribs 
can meet almost satisfactorily practical clinical demands. 
As inner splint for such bone suture, the r引さncrl half of equally divided 
rib日 ma~· lie ven・ useful. 
On the I℃traction method with a frame, wァhich universal:,・ applied in such 
casss, we have no expsriεnee at al. 
The c<J.rclbo<J.rd plates method, as mentioned abDve, to rεconstruct complementary 
and transient土horacicwall on ssvo℃ly inju民dside of the chest, is a handy and 
e百ecti¥T t・c<J.tment as a first aid fir such q孔crgcncYherεconcerned, and, moreverコ
may sume[imc:~ にrvc as an PHimatc treatment, leaving no qL＇仁stiれ1w_!ilcsequence with 















Fjg 1. lb口：t;:r;,;,'・,,;;1 t<ik正：－； 8n the day 
of injmγshowing-nultipl。-frnctmes of rib 
















で， rHちに3 こv;;.T創；・i：回7このf；に主らにp レントゲ
ンフ ｛AJ, lこ抑入してあおEc：紙仮2伎をy
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Fig. 2. Di2g-プcmill凶;rε•trn_the c日rdboard 
plates method, "hich, fi xccl ;:ci：・日、 _ t.c: r仁三3











Fig. 3 Roent旦’enogram,10 days after 
injury. 
Fig. 4 Roentg巴nogramtaken after 
removal of the plates 
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